
Plot Synopsis

This delightful book 
(appropriate for ages 
8 to 12) features 
rotten behavior from 
a pair of mischievous 
twins. Even your 
most well-behaved 
students will enjoy 
reading about their 
antics, which is why 
we suggest using 
this guide to teach 
valuable lessons 
that lurk beneath 
the surface: What is 
the right behavior? 
What is the value 
of family? Can a 
protagonist be an 
antagonist at the 
same time? And 
do all misbehavers 
eventually get their 
comeuppance?

cacophony
chortle
connoisseur
credo
culvert
cupola
dawdle
diabolical
dicker
dilapidated

emanate
emporium
exuberant
filch
foliage
forlorn
gunnysack
insidious
lethargic
lucrative

menagerie
mull
nefarious
pendulum
ragamuffin
ramshackle
revelry
roguery
schadenfreude 
   (SHA den froy duh)

silhouette
skulk
solemn
ungainly
wrought

Vocabulary

Edgar and Ellen are a pair of 
mischievous twins who live alone in 
a towering house on the outskirts of 
the impossibly pleasant town of Nod’s 
Limbs. In their first book, the twins 
concoct a plan to earn themselves gobs 
of much-needed cash: they nab all the 
pets in the surrounding neighborhood, 
disguise them as one-of-a-kind exotic 
creatures, then cart their menagerie 
through the streets, attempting to sell 
these rare beasts for outrageous sums. 
Despite their distinctive salesmanship, 
the twins fail to sell a single beast to 
the various colorful characters they 

encounter. In the end, the twins are 
discovered, the pets are returned to their 
rightful owners, and Edgar and Ellen 
get their comeuppance in a very muddy 
fashion. Unbeknownst to them, their 
own pet (a one-eyed hairball named Pet) 
turns out to be the rarest— and most 
lucrative— beast of all.
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To be posed after students have finished the book. 

1.  Why do you think Edgar and Ellen like to cause trouble?
2.  Do you think they got what they deserved?
3.  Are Edgar and Ellen the heroes of this story, or are they villains? 
4.  How would you behave if there were no adults living with you at home?
5.  Did you find yourself rooting for the twins or against them?
6.  Where do you think their parents went?

Pose these questions as students read the book. 

1.  What will happen to the neighborhood pets the twins have  
2.  Will Edgar and Ellen make any money this way?
3.  Why do we keep getting warnings about the python?
4.  Do you think anyone will fall for this scheme?
5.  Do you think any of the children will put the puzzle together?

Prediction Questions

Discussion

Major Themes

As he swung the 
Fuddleflinger about, 
the muzzle on its 
snout loosened and 
fell off, and everyone 
froze as it let out a 
halfhearted “Woof.”
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For deeper discussion of the text.

• Being Creative: Do you think Edgar and Ellen are more creative than most kids? 
What are other ways they could use their active imaginations?

• Doing What’s Right: Edgar and Ellen are clearly troublemakers. What happens 
when they misbehave out in the neighborhood? What would happen if you tried the 
same prank?

• Family: Do you think Edgar and Ellen would be different if they lived with 
guardians? How would living without guardians make you a different person? Do 
Edgar and Ellen like each other? Do they behave like typical siblings? How do you 
treat your siblings?

• Listening: Some of the adults in Nod’s Limbs seem only to be interested in listen-
ing to themselves talk. Do you think the adults pay attention to their kids in Nod’s 
Limbs? Do they pay attention to Edgar and Ellen?

• Humor: Could a scheme like this really work? Is it likely people would really fall 
for this prank in real life? Are the characters in this book believable? [Introduce the 
concept of caricature.]

stolen?



LANGUAGE ARTS 

1.  The twins often sing songs in tandem that have rhyming lyrics. Discuss rhyme scheme, 
and have your students analyze the structure of the poems in the book. (The first and last 
songs are written AAAABBBBCC, while the ones in the middle are AAABCCCB.) Have 
students write a poem that Edgar and Ellen might sing, using one of the rhyme schemes in 
the book.

2.   Ask students to find a simile in the book. (Ex. page 16:  “It looked like the 
pendulum of a fiendish grandfather clock.”) Have them describe five items in your 
classroom using similes.

3.   Introduce the concept of irony by discussing the ending. (The real rare beast was
Pet, the animal who lives under the twins’ noses.) Ask them for other examples of irony in 
books they’ve read.

4.   Read “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe. (We’ve included a reproduceable version in 
this guide. Consider letting students take turns reading it aloud.)

• “What mood is the author trying to set? Which words tell you what the author is feeling? 
How does the author feel about the bird?”
• “Write your own story about things that make you uneasy or afraid.”

5.   After the students have read the whole book, re-read this passage from Chapter
Seven aloud:  “Since Pet didn’t seem to eat much or make much noise—in fact, they
never witnessed Pet doing much of anything— they decided to keep it. How lucky for Pet.” 

• “Do you think the author really means Pet is lucky? Why would the author write this line?”

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1.   Nod’s Limbs has an unusual history that seems to date back hundreds of years. What 
kind of history does your hometown have? Who founded it? Did it ever change names? 
Who have been some of its most influential citizens? What are its important dates? 
Consider independent Internet research or a visit from a town clerk,  librarian or avid 
town historian.

2.   Nod’s Limbs has some unique architecture in its seven covered bridges.
What things in your town would your students show an out-of-town visitor?

3.   Edgar and Ellen’s house is near a cemetery. What other services or buildings does a 
town government need to carry out the public’s business?
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Prediction Questions

HARK, 
TEACHERS, 
PAY HEED!

 
Edgar & Ellen are 
always happy to 
receive any poems, 
songs or short 
stories your class 
writes. (They also 
love to see reviews 
of their book and 
ideas for schemes 
to try next.) 
Because the Edgar 
& Ellen web site 
will publish many 
submissions of fan 
writing, some of 
your students may 
see themselves 
published if the 
twins like what 
they see. Send your 
class’ creations to 
us via mail (Edgar 
and Ellen, c/o Star 
Farm Productions, 
1015 W. Lake St. 
#2W, Chicago, IL 
60607), e-mail 
(submissions@edga-
randellen.com), or 
visit edgarandellen. 
com to compose 
and submit stories 
through the site.
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SCIENCE

1.   Have your students choose their favorite kind of pet—or an exotic pet they’d like 
to have—and write a report on its proper care. What kind of food does it eat? How 
much? Does it need a cage? And what do you do with all the poop? Encourage cre-
ativity in the choice of pets; if any students want to own tigers or koalas, ask them to 
fi nd out in their research why more people don’t follow through on this undeniably 
fun idea.

2.   A python makes a notable appearance in the book. What precautions should one 
take when owning a reptile of this size?  Ask your students what other reptiles they 
might fi nd in someone’s home.

ART

1.   Have your students draw their own rare beasts, either as everyday pets in fanci-
ful disguises or as completely new creatures of their own imaginations. Be sure to ask 
them to name their creations.

MUSIC

1.   Ask each student to pick a simple, familiar tune and write new lyrics that Edgar 
and Ellen might sing.

2.   Play a sample of music from different genres and ask students if they think it’s 
the kind of music Edgar and Ellen might enjoy. For example, you could include an 
excerpt from Mozart’s Requiem; a Sousa march (Edgar is heard playing a military 
march in the book!); a New Orleans funeral parade; and a choral dirge. For contrast, 
play contemporary pop, or even more diametrically opposed styles (Donny and Marie, 
Sonny and Cher, and Neil Diamond come to mind).  Ask the students why certain 
music seems more appropriate than others. (Introduce concepts of instrumentation—
why a pipe organ is more ominous than a fl ute, for example—and major and minor 
keys). 

DRAMA

1.   Edgar and Ellen are variously described as “slinking” and “skulking” when they 
walk. Read these defi nitions to your students:
 
• Skulk: 1.) To lie in hiding, as if with bad intentions; 2.) to move about stealthily
• Slink: 1.) To sneak or creep away; 2.) to move in a quiet manner
  
Ask your students to mimic the way Edgar and Ellen walk. Are there differences 
between the two words?  What other movements can they come up with that look 
like Edgar and Ellen? Have students read dialogue aloud in Edgar’s and Ellen’s voices.
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CAREER 
DAY

Have students 
research what 
they would 
need to know 
to become 
a zoologist. 
What do 
zoologists do 
all day? What 
do you need 
to learn to 
become one?



1.   Assume that Edgar and Ellen’s house is 50 feet wide on 
each side. It has 11 floors above ground, and 2 floors under. 
Calculate the square footage. 

2.   If each story is 13 feet high, what is the area of one side of 
the house?

3.   Assume you have 10 rare beasts to take care of for a week: 4 
boingaboingas, 2 yappy crackermackers, 4 cute hambles and an overweight lollimop. 

A.   How much food will you need for 
each type of animal? 

B.   How much will all the food weigh?

C.   During the week you’re in charge, each pet will poop 
75% of everything it eats. How much dung will you have to 
shovel and bag by the end of the week?
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Diabolical Mathmaticals

Name:

FEED THE ANIMALS1 BOINGABOINGA
1 CRACKERMACKER
1 HAMBLE
1 LOLLIMOP

2 oz. fresh veggies/2X day1 lb. kibble/1X day
4 oz. tinned cat food/2X day3 lbs. sunflower seeds/1X day
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Answers to Diabolical Mathematicals:
1.    50 ft. x 50 ft. = 2,500 sq. ft.
       2,500 x 13 = 32,500 sq. ft.

2.    13 ft. x 11 = 143 ft.
       143 x 50 = 7,150 sq. ft

3a.  Boingaboingas: 
       4 x 4 oz. a day x 7 days = 112 oz. (112 ÷ 16 oz. = 7 lbs.)
       Crackermackers: 
       2 x 1 lb. x 7 days = 14 lbs.
       Hambles: 
       4 x 8 oz. x 7 days = 224 oz. (224 ÷ 16 oz.= 14 lbs.)
       Lollimop: 
       1 x 3 lbs. x 7 days = 21 lbs.

3b.  7 + 14 + 14 + 21 = 56 lbs.

3c.  56 lbs. x .75 = 42 lbs.

Teachers, Educators, Counselors—
We’re Lending You Our Ears

If you have comments or suggestions about how we can make our Teacher’s 
Guide better, please let us know. 

We welcome input not just from educators, but from students. How do they 
like the book? Do they have insights we’ve never dreamed of?  What other 
writing exercises did they enjoy in your classroom that we could incorporate 
into our guides? Also, we just like to hear from you. Drop us a line at:

teachers@starfarmproductions.com



Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary, 

Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore, 

While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping, 

As of someone gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door. 

“ ’Tis some visitor,” I muttered, “tapping at my chamber door. 

Only this, and nothing more.” 

Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak December, 

And each separate dying ember wrought its ghost upon the floor. 

Eagerly I wished the morrow;—vainly I had sought to borrow 

From my books surcease of sorrow—sorrow for the lost Lenore—

For the rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore—

Nameless here for evermore. 

And the silken sad uncertain rustling of each purple curtain 

Thrilled me—filled me with fantastic terrors never felt before; 

So that now, to still the beating of my heart, I stood repeating, 

“ ’Tis some visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door— 

Some late visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door;— 

This it is, and nothing more.” 

Presently my soul grew stronger; hesitating then no longer, 

“Sir,” said I, “or Madam, truly your forgiveness I implore; 

But the fact is I was napping, and so gently you came rapping, 

And so faintly you came tapping, tapping at my chamber door, 

That I scarce was sure I heard you”—here I opened wide the door;—

Darkness there, and nothing more.

Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing, 

Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortals ever dared to dream before; 

But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token, 

And the only word there spoken was the whispered word, “Lenore!” 

This I whispered, and an echo murmured back the word, “Lenore!”—

Merely this, and nothing more. 

Back into the chamber turning, all my soul within me burning, 

Soon again I heard a tapping somewhat louder than before. 

“Surely,” said I, “surely that is something at my window lattice: 

Let me see, then, what thereat is, and this mystery explore— 

Let my heart be still a moment and this mystery explore;—

’Tis the wind and nothing more.” 

Open here I flung the shutter, when, with many a flirt and flutter, 

In there stepped a stately raven of the saintly days of yore; 

Not the least obeisance made he; not a minute stopped or stayed he; 

But, with mien of lord or lady, perched above my chamber door— 

Perched upon a bust of Pallas just above my chamber door— 

Perched, and sat, and nothing more. 

Then this ebony bird beguiling my sad fancy into smiling, 

By the grave and stern decorum of the countenance it wore. 

“Though thy crest be shorn and shaven, thou,” I said, “art sure no craven, 

Ghastly grim and ancient raven wandering from the Nightly shore— 

Tell me what thy lordly name is on the Night’s Plutonian shore!” 

Quoth the Raven, “Nevermore.”

Much I marvelled this ungainly fowl to hear discourse so plainly, 

Though its answer little meaning—little relevancy bore; 

For we cannot help agreeing that no living human being 

Ever yet was blest with seeing bird above his chamber door— 

Bird or beast upon the sculptured bust above his chamber door, 

 With such name as “Nevermore.”

But the raven, sitting lonely on the placid bust, spoke only 

That one word, as if his soul in that one word he did outpour. 

Nothing further then he uttered—not a feather then he fluttered— 

Till I scarcely more than muttered, “other friends have flown before—

On the morrow he will leave me, as my hopes have flown before.” 

 Then the bird said, “Nevermore.”

surcease: an end

entreating: requesting

token: clue

lattice: window covering made 

from strips of crossed wood

thereat: a way to say “there”

yore: long ago

obeisance: sign of obedience

mien: appearance

Pallas: the ancient Greek

goddess Athena

ebony: black

beguiling: charming

decorum: dignity

countenance: facial expression

craven: coward

Plutonian: deathly

discourse: speech
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stock and store: the items a store 

has on its shelves— inventory. 

Here, Poe means these are the 

only words the bird knows.

dirge: burial song

melancholy: sadness

ominous: spooky

divining: guessing about

denser: thicker

censer: incense burner

seraphim: angels

respite: relief

nepenthe: mythical drink that 

causes memory loss

quaff: to drink

Tempter: in this usage, a devil

tempest: storm

desolate: alone

undaunted: unafraid

balm: soothing ointment

Gilead: ancient city in the

Middle East known for making 

balm

Aidenn: Aidin, a rich region of 

Turkey

plume: feather

quit: in the usage, to leave

pallid: pale
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The Raven continued
Startled at the stillness broken by reply so aptly spoken, 

“Doubtless,” said I, “what it utters is its only stock and store, 

Caught from some unhappy master whom unmerciful Disaster 

Followed fast and followed faster till his songs one burden bore— 

Till the dirges of his Hope that melancholy burden bore 

 Of ‘Never—nevermore.’” 

But the Raven still beguiling all my fancy into smiling, 

Straight I wheeled a cushioned seat in front of bird, and bust and door; 

Then upon the velvet sinking, I betook myself to linking 

Fancy unto fancy, thinking what this ominous bird of yore— 

What this grim, ungainly, ghastly, gaunt and ominous bird of yore 

Meant in croaking “Nevermore.”

This I sat engaged in guessing, but no syllable expressing 

To the fowl whose fiery eyes now burned into my bosom’s core; 

This and more I sat divining, with my head at ease reclining 

On the cushion’s velvet lining that the lamplight gloated o’er, 

But whose velvet violet lining with the lamplight gloating o’er, 

She shall press, ah, nevermore! 

Then methought the air grew denser, perfumed from an unseen censer 

Swung by Seraphim whose footfalls tinkled on the tufted floor. 

“Wretch,” I cried, “thy God hath lent thee- by these angels he hath sent thee

Respite—respite and nepenthe, from thy memories of Lenore! 

Quaff, oh quaff this kind nepenthe and forget this lost Lenore!” 

Quoth the Raven, “Nevermore.”

“Prophet!” said I, “thing of evil!—prophet still, if bird or devil!

Whether Tempter sent, or whether tempest tossed thee here ashore, 

Desolate yet all undaunted, on this desert land enchanted— 

On this home by horror haunted—tell me truly, I implore— 

Is there—is there balm in Gilead?—tell me—tell me, I implore!” 

Quoth the Raven, “Nevermore.” 

“Prophet!” said I, “thing of evil—prophet still, if bird or devil! 

By that Heaven that bends above us—by that God we both adore— 

Tell this soul with sorrow laden if, within the distant Aidenn, 

It shall clasp a sainted maiden whom the angels name Lenore— 

Clasp a rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore.”

Quoth the Raven, “Nevermore.” 

“Be that word our sign in parting, bird or fiend,” I shrieked, upstarting— 

“Get thee back into the tempest and the Night’s Plutonian shore! 

Leave no black plume as a token of that lie thy soul hath spoken! 

Leave my loneliness unbroken!—quit the bust above my door! 

Take thy beak from out my heart, and take thy form from off my door!” 

Quoth the Raven, “Nevermore.” 

And the Raven, never flitting, still is sitting, still is sitting 

On the pallid bust of Pallas just above my chamber door; 

And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon’s that is dreaming, 

And the lamplight o’er him streaming throws his shadow on the floor; 

And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the floor 

Shall be lifted—nevermore.


